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[Freier Zugang – alle Rechte vorbehalten]

Petra Lange-Berndt
Fidus: Celebrity Artist of the völkisch Movement

A postcard entitled Sunflower Elves [Sonnenblumenelfen] (1905) in shades of brown-
grey frames a couple in petals: they are the germ and the seed (fig. 1).1 A king and his 
queen fix us with their bright-eyed gaze; their garments are classical, and yet this 
image exudes a fragrance of a universal, timeless nature. The carefree atmosphere is 
reinforced by vegetal decoration, a naked young couple dancing, an infant suckling at 
the breast, mice, a squirrel and a butterfly. The flower is a portrait, a looking- glass, an 
incubator – this is supposed to be ‹us›, the imagined audience. The artwork was made 
by Hugo Höppener, aka Fidus (1868–1948). After living in communes inspired by 
the artist Karl Wilhelm Diefenbach, he rose to prominence in the German-speaking 
world of the early twentieth century as the leading artist of the Lebensreform and 
youth movements, producing popular prints, book designs and paintings, many in 
vivid colours. Around 1900, images such as the Sunflower Elves – frequently with chil-
dren and teenagers frolicking naked in field and forest, seemingly in all innocence 
but sometimes in love scenarios – were still broadly associated with yearnings for 
harmony between humans and nature and with a desire to reinvigorate the  fledgling 
Reich by building a nation of healthy Germans.2 And yet – quite apart from the 
demonic femmes fatales and the heroic warriors who followed later – there is more 
to this seed than meets the eye. Fidus, who operated outside the official art market 
with its bourgeois salons and galleries by setting up distribution channels of his 
own, was already gravitating around 1900 towards protagonists who subscribed not 
only to nationalistic views but also to ethnic supremacism. By 1910 he was moving 
largely within such circles.3 In 1908 he took up residence in the garden community of 
 Woltersdorf-Schönblick near Erkner, which lay in Brandenburg to the east of  Berlin, 
and here he founded his Fidus-Haus with its own publishing outfit, Fidus-Verlag 
GmbH, as a meeting-place for the St.-Georgs-Bund, Wandervogel groups of young 
ramblers and other anti- establishment associations with a nationalist ethos and 
a fondness for healthy outdoor activities.4 Fidus was, moreover, a founding member 
in 1912–1913 of the Germanische Glaubens- Gemeinschaft (GGG), a neo-pagan and 
unambiguously antisemitic cult led by artist and writer Ludwig Fahrenkrog, a man of 
völkisch (ethnicist) views.5 There is continuity to these connections, because religious 
communities of the GGG ilk, such as the one led until 2009 by the neo-Nazi Jürgen 
Rieger, still exist today.6 It has to be stressed that Fidus was part of this right-wing 
counterculture. It is therefore no great surprise that he supported Adolf Hitler, al-
though he enjoyed no authority under the Nazi regime. In fact, like many members 
of right-wing splinter groups, he was isolated and even labelled ‹degenerate›. This, 
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however, did not prevent the head of Hitler’s  chancellery, Martin Bormann, from 
purchasing a version of Fidus’s popular Prayer to the Light [Lichtgebet] in 1941.7 The 
ideal physique propagated by the artist was, after all, definitely compatible with 
National Socialist ideology.

Not until the 1970s did researchers in the German-speaking world begin subject-
ing these connections to critical examination.8 At around the same time, proponents 
of West Coast hippie culture responded positively to the Fidus aesthetic, perhaps 
finding a foretaste here of heightened physical awareness and even psychedelic 
experience.9 The current interest in occultism among art historians, artists and the 
dark academia fostered by digital cultures have not always recognised the ethnicist 
origins of this iconography, and this has prompted a (further) revival. I shall focus 
here, by way of example, on the best-known motif, the Prayer to the Light. At times 
this work was so widespread that it hung on the walls of many German homes 
(fig. 2).10 The use of ritual and sacred symbols in this neo-pagan devotional image, 
which reflects ideas popular among the middle classes around 1900 – Lebensreform, 
pantheism, nature-based mysticism but also gnostic philosophies – has been studied 
exceedingly well by Jost Hermand, Janos Frecot, Johann Friedrich Geist, Diethart 
Kerbs, Claudia Bibo, Marina Schuster and others. To this research I contribute an 
analysis of the aesthetic and somatic strategies associated with the art of Fidus, for 
these right-wing images were integrated into a performative practice.11 And only 
by delving more deeply into the relevant occult and Theosophical theories can we 
grasp exactly how the images, their aesthetic and the associated politics actually 
functioned. What, then, is distinctive about the art of Fidus? In what traditions is it 
rooted, what biopolitics does it evoke?

Prayers to the light
The Lebensreform movement cannot be reduced to a single, coherent philosophy. It 
alludes, rather, to widely diverse and in some ways contradictory policies, attitudes 

1 Fidus: Sunflower Elves [Sonnenblumenelfen], postcard 1905
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and opinions.12 What all these ideas had in common, however, was a concern for 
the body, and prayers to the light played an essential part in the nature-loving, 
mythical cult of the sun to which that concern gave rise. The ritual already fea-
tured prominently in Nietzsche’s hymnic prose Also sprach Zarathustra. Ein Buch 
für Alle und Keinen (Thus Spoke Zarathustra, 1883–1885) as a ‹bridge to the Super-
man›; around 1900, moreover, the Romantic visions of Caspar David Friedrich and 
Philipp Otto Runge were undergoing a rediscovery.13 Fidus took this popular rite, 
rooted not least in iconographic depictions of the soul and the worshipful poses 
and attitudes of prayer cultivated by a number of religions, interpreted it in his 
own specific manner and transposed it into an iconic mystic motif.14 From 1890 – 
when the artist was still collaborating with Karl Wilhelm Diefenbach – until 1938 
he produced various versions of a male sun worshipper.15 Although only one body 
is depicted, the image references a collective experience. As the writer Wilhelm 
Bölsche defined it 1904, drawing on Goethe, in an essay about how art had resur-
rected religious thinking:

«A character like Faust is packed with countless millions of human individuals, packed with 
entire ages and stages of humanity’s most intimate history. [...] Given such a concentration, 
however, all the yearnings, all the ideals of those times and generations merge with such 
force into one flow that they suddenly emerge in a figure, as a tangible image, as a flaming 

2 Fidus: Prayer to the Light 
[Lichtgebet], watercolour  
after the 8th version from 1913,  
also distributed as a postcard, 
K. Stehle’s collection, Munich
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beacon onwards to the goal. [...] before us, shining from his eyes, we see the true ueber-
mensch: the ideal into which our lives must be drawn.»16

The motif first appears as an element of book design; as from 1906 Fidus substan-
tially reworked it, publishing a special edition within a drawn frame; from 1910 
onwards there were colour editions; the German title Lichtgebet was published in 
1913. Subsequently the artist sold postcards and prints with further variations on the 
motif.17 The Prayer to the Light leapt to prominence in a version that was produced 
in 1913 both as a watercolour and as a colour lithograph, then sold as a postcard in 
October of that year at the First Free German Youth Festival on the Hoher Meissner 
massif in North Hesse.18 

Although women also engaged in the ritual, for Fidus this somatically defined 
practice bears distinctly male hallmarks. The lean, sun-tanned figure with light 
blond hair and an androgynous air stands on a rocky crag with arms outstretched 
towards a sun set in a blue sky with scudding white clouds. As the literary scholar 
Gert Mattenklott so aptly observes, the «symbolic sloughing» induced by fasting and 
a vegetarian diet enabled the so-called Neuer Mensch, the New Person, to step out of 
the shroud of «yesterday’s putrefying culture».19 The warming rays of the sun stimu-
late the life energy while at the same time, as Mattenklott points out, this body amid 
snow-capped rocks epitomises a «cosmic constellation that is increasingly ethereal, 
cool».20 While the Prayer to the Light evokes a universal aspiration, at the same time 
it surely brought to mind the colonial rhetoric of Bernhard von Bülow, a minister 
of the German Empire, who demanded in a parliamentary debate on 6 December 
1897 that the nation be given its place in the sun. And the tanning of a pale-skinned 
body does not, as the historian Maren Möhring has demonstrated, pose a challenge 
to racist argument. Reference to ancient bronze statues allowed tanned skins to be 
valued without undermining the construction of difference that othered Southern 
Europe and geographies outside Europe. From the 1920s onward in particular, a 
tanned and possibly oiled skin indicated that the body was tough and intact, that it 
had forged itself an armour and was fit enough to function as a war machine.21 As 
Fidus made explicitly clear, the Prayer to the Light, with its formulaic pathos and 
rarefied setting, was not a manual for exercise but a vision: it is no accident that the 
figure casts a shadow reminiscent of a crucifix. Franz Hartmann, the Theosophist 
and co-founder of the occult Ordo Templi Orientis, or O.T.O. for short, explained in 
his book Die weisse und schwarze Magie oder Das Gesetz des Geistes in der Natur 
[Magic, White and Black: or, The Science of Finite and Infinite Life], published in 1901 
with a cover designed by Fidus:

«The Man is himself the Cross. The Divine in him, the true portion of his essence, is part 
of the Eternal Infinite, while the lower earthly portion, his appearance, is part of the 
Changeable, Earthly and Limited. Humanity is ‹crucified› and bound in the animal human, 
Divinity in the earth-bound human; the Higher must conquer the Lower if out of the animal 
a human is to arise and out of the human a god. [...] This knowledge is the light and the 
light is the person himself.»22

In this context, the body is not conceived solely as flesh and physical form. For Fidus, 
comments the literary scholar Jost Hermand, the «sun-soaked soul» is also a factor.23 
And this soul dimension is extremely complex. As the Theosophist Charles Webster 
Leadbeater explained in 1902 in Man Visible and Invisible, a person is a system 
where different states exist in parallel, «filling the same space and interpenetrating 
one another».24 In short, a person functions on multiple levels and in multitudinous 
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conditions all at once. Rather than one soul, in this system we have seven different 
«planes of nature», six of them non-physical, and each of those planes divides into 
seven sub-planes.25 Aided by the Theosophists Maurice Prozor and  Gertrude Spink, 
Fidus designed the cover for the German edition of the book and must have been 
thoroughly familiar with this thinking, even if his visualisation simplifies Lead-
beater’s theory (fig. 3). Against a pale brown ground we see an idealised, naked, 
male form with arms raised as if praying to the light. The image is drawn in purple 
lines, a hue which, according to the «Key to the Meanings of Colours» in the book, 
stands for «High Spirituality» or «Devotion mixed with affection».26 Force fields 
radiate out from the centre; their lines encompass a head like a halo and resemble 
an all-knowing eye. Whirls beginning at the arms and armpits form wings; other 
flows emanate from the hips towards the ground. The arrangement bleeds off the 
cover with intimations of longer rays, promising readers illumination. Not unlike 
the monism advocated by biologist and artist Ernst Haeckel as well as others, there is 
an almost religious message here of cosmic harmony and the union and ensoulment 
of all living creatures. Leadbeater borrows theories from the natural sciences of his 
day, such as descriptions of electrons, electricity, X-rays and radioactivity, linking 
these concepts to a psychic dimension. Seen from this angle, Fidus’s Prayer to the 
Light does not so much depict a real body as illustrate the process whereby humans 
can advance from one plane of nature to the next until, upon reaching the  pinnacle, 
they are transformed into a spectacle of light and encompass the whole world 
with their aura.27 Occultism is not escapism from the world; the politics are clear: 
although historical complexities are ignored, Fidus and his companions did provide 

3 Fidus: Book cover design for 
Charles Webster Leadbeater:  
Der sichtbare und der unsichtbare 
Mensch (Man Visible and Invisible. 
Examples of Different Types of Men 
as Seen by Means of Trained Clair
voyance, 1902), 2nd German edition, 
Leipzig 1908
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their audience with images and practices to help them to achieve betterment in the 
spirit of evolutionary theory, eugenic discourse and the völkisch superman ideal.

Runic gymnastics
A key role is played here, besides, by specifically Aryan mythology in which the sun, 
conceived as male, is defined as the «primeval force» and «origin of all things».28 
In the Prayer to the Light, the cruciform shadow with its Christian connotations is 
transposed by the posture of the body into a different system, for the figure itself 
is a symbol in the runic alphabet invented around 1900 by völkisch groups.29 The 
algiz, adopted by the Nazis as the life rune and as their Lebensborn logo, is still used 
by neo-Nazi organisations today as an emblem. In 1907 it was associated with male 
and female principles by Guido von List, co-founder of the Ariosophical movement, 
and taken to symbolise the «procreation of the human race».30 The Prayer to the 
Light by Fidus marks a shift from the syncretic worship of light in the early Lebens-
reform movement to a völkisch interpretation.31 According to List, who cites the 
Theosophical root race theory of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, occultist and co-founder 
of the Theosophical Society, runes were the «root words of the primal Germanic 
language», «the seed words and ur-words of the Aryan ur-language [...]»; they were 
more than mere «phonetic signs».32 As «healing signs» and auto-suggestive «magical 
characters» they aided mental concentration and intense meditation.33 Reference 
to transcultural movements between Asia and Europe, such as those that practise 
yoga, must remain brief at this point. The crux: the interaction, the contemplation, 
veneration and internalisation of images, is not confined to a spiritual level in this 
right-wing esoterism. The philosopher and writer on the occult Carl du Prel, for ex-
ample, speculates about «human breeding» techniques in his annex to Maximilian 
Ferdinand Sebaldt’s book on Aryan «Sexual Religion» of 1897 – and again, it was 
Fidus who designed the cover and ornamentation.34 Du Prel asserts with reference 
to ancient Greek author Heliodoros that pregnant women can influence the shape 
of an unborn child by looking at «fine pictures» in order to promote «racial refine-
ment».35 As the art historian Marina Schuster has established, in 1924 the German-
ische Glaubens- Gemeinschaft made use of the Prayer to the Light, embellished with 
oak leaves, as an altarpiece during an act of consecration.36 Fidus’s embodiment of 
a linguistic sign with organic semantics is more than a cultic or devotional image 
in the general sense; it specifically served the ‹breeding› of a purportedly Aryan or 
Germanic race. The purpose was to create an ideal body that was proclaimed as 
the norm, or in other words to play an active role as a creator of one’s own self.37

And the powerful clairvoyant Fidus who, in his own words, has «ether eyes 
 (radiographic vibrations)», has the ability to recognise connections between  bodies, 
invisible worlds and politics.38 Leadbeater took clairvoyance (both seeing and hear-
ing beyond the normal range) literally: chosen initiates could perceive and manipulate 
the fine rays that emanated from objects and bodies.39 Like a temporary telephone, 
telegraph, telescope or other communication tubes, clairvoyants could build links 
that enabled them to travel not only around geographies, but also around time.40 
Ariosophists such as Guido von List made similar claims when they reported that 
they could communicate telepathically with their Germanic ancestors through a kind 
of inverted reincarnation.41 It is striking that the imagery used by Fidus did not fun-
damentally change between the period around 1900 and the 1940s. In fact, the vari-
ation and repetition of motifs is a hallmark of his work. That is in itself a  deliberate 
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statement. According to Theosophical thinking at the time, all these  images from 
past and future are saved on nature’s hard disk, and the clairvoyant time traveller 
Fidus describes his temple pictures in 1919 as «mood pictures, as if from primal 
ages, experienced in former lives».42 Leadbeater believed that a clairvoyant could 
serve as a «channel for higher forces» when consulting the Akashic records, an 
astral Book of Life that contained all cosmic memory; Ludwig Fahrenkrog similarly 
believed in a Weltenseele, a «soul of the world».43 Fidus apparently claimed nothing 
less for himself and his art than the ability to visualise and represent these eternal 
images, described by Blavatsky as «daguerreotype impressions» and by Leadbeater 
with an analogy to the «cinematographe or living photographs».44 The alternative 
to the social «isolation» lamented by so many at the time was not community, not 
a collective or a cooperative, but «generality, spiritual universality», or as Bruno 
Wille summed it up in 1925, «the Platonic idea».45 And this spiritual sharing called 
for clearly formulated, racist biopolitics. As Fidus put it that same year:

«The German nation is and must become a cultural unity and the Christian Germanic spirit 
must lead it; but its blood has long since fused into a ‹German race› and increasingly so. 
But how this race develops, physically, hence ‹racially›, depends less on its origins than on 
the spirit that prevails victoriously within it. The spirit moulds the race, not the origins!»46

In revising the völkisch position here to argue that a correct mindset facilitates the 
optimisation of a given biological body, Fidus sets himself apart from other groups 
in his milieu. Nevertheless, every right-leaning splinter group was welcome at his 
Fidus-Haus.47 In the 1920s and 1930s, other völkisch groups even performed ‹runic 
gymnastics›, an occult practice for which Fidus had laid the ground. The exercises, 
which combined posture with breathing and chanting sounds, were often performed 
naked and outdoors. The aim was to replicate each rune with the body while mur-
muring or singing its name. The routines were sometimes accompanied by auto- 
suggestive texts, typically with eugenic content (fig. 4). Here again, the purpose was 
to nurture Aryan characteristics by an act of will and thereby «up-race» the nation.48

4 «The hexagon that 
contains all the runes of 
the Futhork, which can 
also be sensed physically.» 
 Siegfried Adolf Kummer: 
 Heilige Runenmacht. Wieder
geburt des Armanentums 
durch Runenübungen und 
Tänze, Uranus-Verlag Max 
Duphorn, Hamburg 1932, 
S. 30
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From today’s perspective, however, it is neither ether nor evolution, neither 
nature nor Platonism, that fuses past and present in somatic language – but racism, 
as Maren Möhring has accurately formulated with reference to philosopher Étienne 
Balibar.49 A critical art history has the duty to include such examples of völkisch 
 modernism featuring cult images and theatrical or performative acts: the conserva-
tive narratives that currently allude positively to idealism, Platonism, transcendence 
and nature worship cannot stand if they fail to incorporate this thread. The history 
must be named and described in order to permit a conscious response.
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